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ΘΕΜΑΣΑ 
 

EXERCISE 1. Answer the question in full: What maritime security threats are there, as mentioned in the ISPS? (1 p.) 
 
 
EXERCISE 2. Read the article [from https://safety4sea.com/oil-theft-from-ship-reported-in-caofeidian-east-anchorage/ 22-02-2019] and 
answer the following questions, discussing the implementation of the appropriate security measures:  
 
1. In the first case (the robbery), what preventive measures could have averted the incident? (1 p) 
2. In the second incident, what action was taken by the Master? As the suspicious vessel was approaching, was the 

action taken by the Master correct/ sufficient? What extra relevant preventive measures could/should have 
been taken? (1,5 p) 

 

Oil theft from ship reported in Caofeidian East Anchorage  
In its weekly report for 12-18 February, ReCAAP ISC informed of one incident of armed robbery against ship in Asia, 
involving the Singaporean-flagged bulk carrier 'RTM Dampier' while anchored at Caofeidian East Anchorage, China. While 
at anchor, a perpetrator boarded the ship. The 2nd Officer sighted from the port bridge wings that the port low sulphur diesel oil 
(LSDO) tank manhole was opened and there was a hose connected to the tank. Over the port ship side, he saw a small unlit 
barge. He immediately alerted the master and chief officer. The duty A/B who was making his security rounds was also alerted to 
check on the port side. The perpetrator removed the hose from the tank immediately and jumped into the barge when his presence 
was discovered. Following the incident, a search on the ship was conducted. There were no other perpetrators found onboard the 
ship. 67 metric tonnes of LSDO was reported stolen. 

 

The report informs about another incident outside Asia, involving the Singaporean-flagged container ship 'Ever Diadem'. While the 
ship was en route to Mombasa, Kenya, the master noticed via the radar a suspicious vessel without approved identification system 
(AIS) at his vessel's port bow. The master monitored the suspicious vessel although it did not appear to show any signs of attempt 
to come near the ship. About 20 minutes later, the suspicious vessel started to move at small angle, followed by changing its 
course to starboard side and increased its speed and was sighted to approach the ship's route. The master immediately increased 
speed of ship, adjusted his course and closely monitored the suspicious vessel. The general alarm was sounded and all crew were 
notified. The crew closed all access to the accommodation, started fire pump and activated anti-piracy watch. The suspicious 
vessel subsequently stopped its pursuit. The suspicious vessel was believed to be the mother vessel as there was a small boat 
sighted near it. At about 1246 hrs (local time), the master reported sighting of a second suspicious vessel on its starboard bow. 
However, the vessel did not show signs of attempt to come near the ship. The crew checked the surrounding and four hours later, 
the ship was cleared of suspicious vessels. 
The ReCAAP ISC urges ship master and crew to report all incidents of piracy and armed robbery against ships to the nearest 
coastal State and flag State, exercise vigilance and adopt relevant preventive measures taking reference from the Regional Guide 
to Counter Piracy and Armed Robbery Against Ships in Asia. 

 

https://safety4sea.com/oil-theft-from-ship-reported-in-caofeidian-east-anchorage/


EXERCISE 3. Write the term. [1 p.] 
1. An intermediary between ship owners and cargo owners, who negotiates the C/P 
2. This terms is said of a ship on time charter for which hire money is temporarily ceased to be paid by the charterer, for 

example because of breakdown of the ship’s equipment 
3. Document issued by a ship owner to a shipper of goods. It serves as a receipt of the goods, evidence of contract of 

carriage and document of title  
4. Amount of money paid to the ship owner by the charterer or shipper for failing to complete loading and/or discharging 

within the time allowed in the C/P 
5. Standardized salvage contract headed “no cure no pay” 

 
 
EXERCISE 4. Match the terms to the correct keyword or synonym. [1p.] 

hull and machinery cover,   summarized record of meeting,  freight,  receiver,  convention,   commission, 
voluntary sacrifice, settling a legal dispute, tanker freight rates,  separate article in a contract 

 
1.General average              2. Voyage charter              3. Underwriter       4. Worldscale points        5. Consignee                        
6. Arbitration                       7. Brokerage                      8. Clause                  9. Minutes                         10. FAL 

 
 
EXERCISE 5.Passive voice. [1 p.] Turn the sentences into passive:  

1. We notified the authorities about the accidental oil spill.   
2. You must gather more evidence to complete the investigation report.     
3. New regulations about minimum retirement age have already caused insecurity among seafarers.   
4. Port authorities check the port facilities every 30 minutes as part of the new security plan.   
5. The operations manager will inform you about the new seminar soon.    

 
 
EXERCISE 6. Match to make correct collocations. There are extra words. Write the full phrase in the answer sheet. [1,5 p.]  

appeal,   claim,   danger,   fines,  treatment,  discretion,   authority,  search,  reasons,  perception,   
tolerance,   party,  circumstances,  tug,   to rules,   enhancement,   the regulations 

 

1.humane..                 2. salvage..                   3. third…                       4. stress..                   5. simultaneous..    
6. insurance..             7. impending..              8.under the..              9. hefty...                    10. at the Master’s….     
11. adhere…              12.  legitimate …         13. thorough …..         14.overriding ….        15. violate  …… 

 
 
EXERCISE 7. Gap filling. Fill in the missing words. Use the words in the box (there are extra words)  [1,5 p] 
 

vigilant,  insurance,  aptitude,  figures,  awareness,  court,  compensation,  premium,  competence, commencing  
protest,  lawsuit,  reluctant, complacency, indemnity, cancelling, endorsed, breach 

 

 I was asked to comment on the 2
nd

 Officer’s ….(1) for the position of Chief Officer. In my view, 2
nd

 Officer Sotiriou 
demonstrates a high level of safety ….(2), is resourceful and is a …(3) officer with a sharp-eyed attitude.  

 After a …. (4) was filed before the …. (5) of Piraeus, the seafarer received full ……(6) for his injury as it was proven that 
the accident was the result of ….(7) of the ship safety regulations.  

 Some common subjects of a Letter of  ….(8) include: delay between arrival (NOR) and ….(9) loading and difference 
between Ships/ Barge  ..…(10) for quantity supplied 

 Protection & (11)…… clubs offer cover against indeterminate, open-ended risks such as ship owner’s (12)…. 
for collision and environmental pollution 

 Laydays and …(13) is a term that refers to a spread of days between which a vessel is to present for loading. 

 A Certificate of …(14) is issued and ….(15) by the administration and allows the lawful holder, as per STCW, 
to serve in the capacity specified.  
 

EXERCISE 8.  Word-building. Write the correct form of the words given in parentheses. [0,5 p] 

 In close-quarters situations, you must not make …(1) (assume) that other ships will take action to avoid collision.  

 Two expected standards of behavior for seafarers that are assessed by shipping companies include ….(2) (sober) 
and … (3) (decisive).  

 The …. (4) (valid) as well as the … (5) (clear) of the document were disputed by the inspector. 
 
Total: 10 points. Good luck!                               Oι ειςηγήτριεσ,    Μαρία Παναγοποφλου, Παραςκευή Παπαλεωνίδα 


